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Anisotropic ordering in sheared binary fluids with viscous asymmetry:
Experiment and computer simulation
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Optical measurements of the structure and morphology of phase-separating polymer blend under simple
shear flow have been performed and the results are compared with computer simulations of sheared phase-
separating binary mixtures with viscous asymmetry in the fluid components. Information about the structure is
obtained from the two-point composition correlation function. Both experiment and simulation suggest subtle
differences in the shear response depending on whether the more viscous phase is dispersed or continuous.
Measurements of the string width along the neutral direction suggest power-law decay in the shear rate with an
exponent of 1/3 when the more viscous phase is dispersed. The simulations suggest that the mean string width,
measured along the velocity-gradient direction in the two-dimensional model calculation, exhibits power-law
decay in the shear rate with an exponent of 1/3 independent of which phase is dispersed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The effect of shear flow on a phase-separating binary fl
in the vicinity of a critical point of unmixing is of grea
practical importance in the processing of immiscible fluid
where flows that resemble simple shear are often use
emulsify or mix immiscible components. In such applic
tions, it may often be the case that the constituents o
multiphase complex fluid exhibit profound differences
their rheological properties, such as viscosity and elastic
A particularly important example of this is encountered
the processing of polymer blends, where asymmetry in
viscoelasticity of the components is common. Past exp
mental @1–3# and computational@4,5# studies have investi
gated the effect of simple shear flow on the morphology
phase-separating binary fluids and polymer blends. The
nario in which there is asymmetry in the viscosity of tw
essentially Newtonian fluid components, however, has
ceived limited attention@6,7#.

When subjected to shear flow, a phase-separating bi
fluid will exhibit distinct steady-state, anisotropic doma
patterns as the shear rate increases with respect to the
acteristic relaxation rate of the quiescent spinodal instabi
In the limit of very weak shear, the flow stabilizes the ins
bility, leading to a domain pattern with limited anisotrop
often taking the form of an emulsionlike distribution of mo
erately deformed, nearly spherical droplets. As the shear
(ġ) increases, the stabilized domains deform and rupt
The mixing effect of the shear field leads to a reduced in
facial tension very close to criticality, where the steady-st
domain pattern becomes highly elongated along the direc
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of flow @1–5#, and at sufficiently high shear rates the mixtu
becomes homogeneous. In most past studies, the two c
ponents are assumed to have equal viscosities. For mixt
whose pure components exhibit viscous asymmetry, the
sumption that the viscosities are comparable may have s
validity as a leading-order approximation close to the criti
point in the regime of strong shear, where the mixture
approaching a homogenized state. In a number of case
practical interest, however, this may not be the case, an
higher degree of accuracy is desired. Viscous asymmetr
an important variable, for example, in the stability of cyli
drical filaments under shear@8#.

In this paper, optical measurements of the structure
morphology of phase-separating polymer blend under sim
shear flow have been performed and the results are comp
with computer simulations of sheared phase-separating
nary mixtures with viscous asymmetry in the fluid comp
nents. Information about the structure is obtained from
two-point composition correlation function. Both experime
and simulation suggest subtle differences in the shear
sponse depending on whether the more viscous phase is
persed or continuous. Measurements of the string wi
along the neutral direction suggest power-law decay in
shear rate with an exponent of 1/3 when the more visc
phase is dispersed, but suggest an enhanced width whe
less viscous phase is dispersed. The simulations, which
carried out in two dimensions, suggest that the mean st
width, measured along the velocity-gradient direction, exh
its power-law decay in the shear rate with an exponent of
independent of which phase is dispersed.

II. EXPERIMENT

The details of the binary polymer mixture, the instrume
the phase diagram, and the rheology are described in d
elsewhere@6#, and here we just give a brief description. Th
blends are mixtures of polyisoprene~PI! and polybutadiene
~PB!, where the shear viscosity of the PI and PB a
6.673103 and 2.353103 P, respectively. The PI volume
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fraction is denotedf, and we consider the response of tw
mixtures, f50.40 and 0.60. The mixtures exhibit lowe
critical-solution-temperature behavior and phase sepa
upon heating, with a critical composition and temperature
fc50.43 andTc5(61.560.5) °C. Forf,0.55, the quies-
cent viscosity ratio isl52.67, while forf.0.55, l50.37
@6#. Neither component exhibits any shear thinning in t
viscosity as a function of shear rate. The optical measu
ments were carried out as a function of shear rate at 130
which corresponds to quench depths ofDT570 and 65 K for
f50.40 and 0.60, respectively. In a reduced tempera
scheme (DT/Ts) these quench depths are 0.21 and 0.19,
spectively. In all of the measurements, the samples w
heated from room temperature to 130 °C and annealed f
h before shearing. The shear rate was then stepped up i
mentally.

Optical micrographs at different shear rates for a PI v
ume fractionf50.40~40-60 blend! are shown in Fig. 1. The
droplets are PI rich in a PB-rich matrix, and the quiesc
ratio of the droplet to matrix viscosity is around 2.67. T
width of each micrograph is 200mm, the flow direction is to
the right, and the gradient direction is into the page. At t
composition, which is close to critical, the morphology h
coarsened into well-defined PI-rich droplets in a PB-rich m
trix before the shear is applied. Atġ50.001 s21, the coars-
ening of the domains is stabilized by the shear flow, and
steady-state morphology is emulsionlike, with a polydispe
distribution of essentially spherical droplets@Fig. 1~a!#. At
ġ50.01 s21, the flow starts to deform the droplets so th
the projection into the flow-vorticity plane becomes extend
along the flow direction@Fig. 1~b!#. At ġ50.1 s21, the drop-
lets have started to burst and the anisotropy has bec
more pronounced. A stringlike pattern with a high asp
ratio has emerged atġ510 s21 @Fig. 1~d!#.

Optical micrographs at different shear rates for a PI v

FIG. 1. Optical micrographs at different shear rates for a
volume fraction off50.40~40-60 blend!, where the width of each
micrograph is 200mm. The droplets are PI rich in a PB-rich matri
at ~a! 0.001,~b! 0.01,~c! 0.1, and~d! 10 s21. The flow direction is
to the right and the gradient direction is into the page. The ratio
the droplet to matrix viscosity is around 2.67.
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ume fractionf50.60 ~60-40 blend! are shown in Fig. 2,
where again the width of each micrograph is 200mm. The
droplets are PB rich in a PI-rich matrix, and the ratio of t
droplet to matrix viscosity is around 0.37. The overall ev
lution of the anisotropy is qualitatively quite similar to th
exhibited atf50.40, however, the steady-state morpholo
at higher shear rates@Figs. 2~c! and 2~d!# is coarser, which
can be most easily seen by comparing Figs. 1~c! and 2~c!.
The origin of this difference probably lies in the viscou
asymmetry of the two components. For isolated drople
filamentlike structures generally do not occur in shear fl
for l.1, while for l,1 they do@9#. Thus, the domains in
Fig. 2 are readily extended to high aspect ratios at shear r
where those shown in Fig. 1 tend to rupture. The appeara
of a stringlike pattern at high shear rates when the visco
ratio is greater than or comparable to unity has been pr
ously attributed to a shear-induced decrease in the interfa
tension due to the homogenizing effect of the shear flow@1#.
Shear-induced coalescence, however, clearly plays
equally important role, particularly in mixtures with signifi
cantly different melt viscosities for whichl,1.

By thresholding the optical micrograph into a black a
white binary image, we obtain an approximate representa
of the two-phase domain structure@10#. From this, we com-
pute the two-point composition correlation function,g(r ),
which can then be projected onto the flow~x! and vorticity
~z! directions. A measure of the domain dimensions along
flow and vorticity directions can then be obtained from the
projections as a function of shear rate. Along both axes,
data were fit to the expressiong(xi)'exp(22xi /Ri) to obtain
the length scalesRx and Rz @11#. Figure 3 shows the pro
jected correlation functions as a function of shear rate
f50.40 along~a! the vorticity direction and~b! the flow
direction. The insets show the two length scales as a func

I

f

FIG. 2. Optical micrographs at different shear rates for a
volume fraction off50.60~60-40 blend!, where the width of each
micrograph is 200mm. The droplets are PB rich in a PI-rich matrix
at ~a! 0.001,~b! 0.01,~c! 0.1, and~d! 10 s21. The flow direction is
to the right and the gradient direction is into the page. The ratio
the droplet to matrix viscosity is around 0.37.
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ANISOTROPIC ORDERING IN SHEARED BINARY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 041508
of shear rate. Figure 4 shows an analogous plot forf
50.60. Forf50.40, the string width in the vorticity direc
tion, Rz , exhibits an asymptotic power-law decay in th
shear rate with an exponent of 1/3, while forf50.60 the
width appears to level off as the shear rate increases. S
larly, the coherence length along the flow direction,Rx , is
slightly larger forf50.60 over a comparable range of she
rates. The difference in length scale along the vorticity dir
tion might indicate a tendency for the droplets to be m
easily flattened into ribbonlike shapes when the droplets
less viscous than the continuous phase (f50.60). The dif-
ference along the flow direction might reflect droplets th
are more viscous than the matrix (f50.40) being more re-
sistant to the deformation imposed by the shear.

III. SIMULATION

We consider anA-B binary viscous liquid mixture
quenched rapidly into the two-phase region in the prese
of a uniform shear flow. The system is characterized by
order parameterf(r ,t), which is the difference of local con
centrations of theA component and theB component. TheA
andB components of the mixture have viscosityhA andhB ,
respectively. For simplicity, the effective viscosity of th
mixture,h, is considered to take the linear form@12#

FIG. 3. Two-point correlation functions computed for the data
Fig. 1 along~a! the vorticity direction, and~b! along the flow di-
rection. The insets show the characteristic length scale for e
direction as a function of shear rate, whereRz and Rx have been
determined as described in the text. Power-law decay with an
ponent of 1/3 is shown as a dashed line in~a!.
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h~f!5
hA1hB

2
1

hA2hB

2
f. ~1!

In Eq. ~1!, h becomeshA asf approaches11, which corre-
sponds toA-rich case. On the other hand,h becomeshB in
the pureB phase~whenf approaches21!. The dynamics of
phase separation in a binary liquid mixture can be descri
theoretically within the model-H formalism of Hohenberg
and Halperin @13#, which consists of a modified Cahn
Hilliard equation@14# along with a Navier-Stokes type equa
tion and an incompressibility condition on the fluid veloci
u;

]f

]t
1u•“f5¹2

dF

df
1z, ~2!

rS ]u

]t
1u•“uD5“•@h~f!T̄#2f“

dF

df
2“P, ~3!

“•u50. ~4!

Here, the rate-of-strain tensorT̄ has the following compo-
nents:

ch

x-

FIG. 4. Two-point correlation functions computed for the data
Fig. 2 along~a! the vorticity direction, and~b! along the flow di-
rection. The insets show the characteristic length scales along t
directions as a function of shear rate. Power-law decay with
exponent of 1/3 is shown as a dashed line in~a!.
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T̄ i j 5
]ui

]xj
1

]uj

]xi
. ~5!

The noise termz(r ,t) is Gaussian distributed with correla
tions

^z~r ,t !&50, ~6!

^z~r ,t !z~r 8,t8!&52«¹2d~r2r 8!d~ t2t8!, ~7!

where the strength« is proportional to the final temperatur
of the quench. The free energy functional representing
binary liquid mixture, F@f#, is of the conventional
Ginzburg-Landau form. In the presence of an externally
plied steady shear flow in thex̂ direction, the velocity field
can be formally written as

u~r !5ġyx̂1v~r !, ~8!

FIG. 5. Typical snapshots of the simulated concentration pro
of the system at various times after the quench for a 40-60A-B
mixture, respectively, with a rescaled shear rateġ50.032. Time
after the quench increases from the left corner down. The snaps
are shown at rescaled times 0.4, 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17
30, 60, and 120, respectively.
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where ġ is the shear rate andv~r ! is the fluctuating part of
the flow field.

The dynamical equations described above are numeric
integrated in two-dimensional systems of sizes 1283128 and
2563256 with mesh sizesDx5Dy51 and a time stepDt
50.01. The order parameter equation is integrated vi
straightforward Euler method, while the velocity equatio
are integrated using a fast Fourier transform method@15#.
Time is measured in units oftf , the bare characteristic dif
fusion time for the order parameter in Eq.~2!, and distance is
measured in units ofj, the thermal correlation length. Th
shear rates quoted for the simulation results have units
1/tf . This time scale is ‘‘bare’’ in the sense that it com
from Eq. ~2! without any coupling to Eq.~3! and thus does
not include viscous asymmetry. In the numerical study,
have used a technique involving a staggered mesh me
@16# to satisfy the incompressibility condition. In thi
method, one stores the pressureP and the order parameterf
at the center of the cell while the velocities are stored at
midpoint of the sides. The incompressibility condition c
then be enforced in a natural way. In the sheared state,
boundary condition becomes

e

ots
9,

FIG. 6. Typical snapshots of the simulated concentration pro
of the system at various times after the quench for a 60-40A-B
mixture, respectively, with a rescaled shear rateġ50.032. The
snapshots are shown at the same rescaled times as in Fig. 5.
8-4
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ANISOTROPIC ORDERING IN SHEARED BINARY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 041508
c~x,y,t !5c~x1NxL1ġtNyL,y1NyL,t !, ~9!

wherec[(f,ux ,uy). The computational lattice deforms i
accordance with the externally applied steady shear fl
The following transformation

x85x2ġty, y85y, t85t, ~10!

is employed to permit the use of periodic boundary con
tions in new coordinate directions. Accordingly, the follow
ing set of differential transformations are used:

“→S ]

]x
,

]

]y
2ġt

]

]xD , ~11!

]

]t
→ ]

]t
2ġy

]

]y
. ~12!

The imposed shear tends to skew the computational g
with time. This would lead to numerical instability in th
simulations as the equations become stiff. To avoid this,
necessary to remesh the grid at regular intervals@17#. The
remeshing procedure utilizes the periodic boundary con
tion in the shear direction to move the data from the skew
grid to the rectified grid. In ourL3L simulation grid, at

FIG. 7. ~a! The correlation functiong(r ) computed from the
simulations projected along the gradient~y! direction in the steady
state at a shear rate of 0.032 for the 40-60 and 60-40 mixtures~b!
The correlation functiong(r ) projected along the flow~x! direction
in the steady state at a shear rate of 0.032 for the 40-60 and 6
mixtures.
04150
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every integer interval, we proceed with the moving of da
since at this instant the skewed lattice overlaps perfectly w
the rectified one. This would thus be a convenient time
move data and avoid any interpolation onto the new g
After remeshing, the grid progresses to its initial orthogo
position and eventually continues to the skewed position
which point remeshing becomes necessary again.

To compare with experimental measurements, we c
sider hA53 and hB51 and study domain growth in bot
60-40 and 40-60 mixtures. The thermal noise strength« is
chosen to take a value of 1.2, which corresponds to a que
to a final temperature of about 0.8Tc in two dimensions@18#.
We compute equal-time correlation functions@g(x) and
g(y)# and domain sizes@Rx(ġ) and Ry(ġ)# along the flow
and the gradient directions, respectively. All of these qua
ties are averaged over 20 initial conditions. In Figs. 5 an
we display typical snapshots of the concentration profile
the system at various times after the quench for a 60-40
a 40-60A-B mixture, respectively, with a rescaled shear ra
of ġ50.032. The time steps between snapshots in Figs
and 6 are indicated in the figure captions. For early tim
~i.e., for ġt<1!, the phase-separated domains are isotro

40

FIG. 8. The steady-state string width in the gradient directi
Ry , as a function of rescaled time after a quench toġ50.032 ob-
tained from simulations of the 40-60 and 60-40 mixtures.

FIG. 9. The steady-state string width in the gradient directi
Ry , as a function ofġ obtained from simulations of the 40-60 an
60-40 mixtures. The lines are power-law fits with an exponent
1/3.
8-5
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as the shear effects have yet to perturb their shape. Su
quently, the domains become elongated under the influe
of the shear flow. The rupture and recombination of doma
become most prominent at intermediate times (ġt*1) and
this leads to a maximum in the excess shear viscosity aro
this time. Finally, at very late times (ġt@1) lamellaelike
domains form with a normal along the shear gradientŷ)
direction.

Although the snapshots for both 40-60 and 60-40 m
tures are similar, there are slight differences depending
whether the majority phase has larger viscosity~60-40! or
the droplet phase has larger viscosity~40-60!. Figure 7
shows the steady-state equal-time two-point composi
correlation function,g(r )5^f(r ,t)f(0,t)&, projected onto
the gradient direction~a! and the flow direction~b! for ġ
50.032. The late time values of the thickness of the an
tropic domains (Ry) are slightly larger for the case wher
droplets have a larger viscosity, althoughg(x) exhibits a
long-range decay in both mixtures. The time scale to reac
steady-state value forRy is larger when the droplets have
larger viscosity, reflecting the ability of the more visco
domains to resist deformation imposed by the less visc
matrix ~see Fig. 8!. In Fig. 9 we show log-log graphs ofRy
versusġ at the steady state. For both mixtures,Ry;ġ21/3,
althoughRy at a given shear rate is systematically larger
the case where droplets have a larger viscosity.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have carried out both experiments and simulation
study ordering in sheared binary liquid mixtures with visco
asymmetry. Both experiments and simulations suggest th
stringlike structure is formed under steady shear when ei
the droplet phase or the matrix phase has a larger visco
Our simulations, however, are restricted to two dimensio
which makes a direct comparison between experiment
simulation difficult. The two-dimensional simulations me
sure the response in the flow-gradient plane, while the
periments measure the response in the flow-vorticity pla
For f50.40, a comparison ofRy andRz might be suitable,
as the more viscous droplets might exhibit a tendency to
more symmetric within this plane than the less viscous dr
lets. Indeed, the asymptotic power-law behavior sugge
by the simulations forRy is similar to that suggested by th
measurements forRz . Simulations suggest similar powe
law behavior forRy when f50.60, but this was not ob
served in the experiments. Along the flow direction, a d
ys
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tailed comparison of shear response is complicated by
finite size of the simulation box.

In light of these difficulties, the best comparison betwe
simulation and experiment perhaps can be made by con
ering the transient response of the simulations upon star
of shear and the transient relaxation of the measured st
ture upon cessation of shear. The viscous asymmetry is
dent in Fig. 8 as the difference in ‘‘equilibration’’ rate. Onc
the shear stress has been turned on, it takes longer fo
f50.40 case to attain a steady state. Physically, this
reflects the fact that the droplets are more viscous and
less responsive to shear stress. The ratio of relaxation ti
suggested by the simulations for start up of shear forf
50.40 andf50.60 ~Fig. 8! is t0.4/t0.6'2. Small deforma-
tion theories for isolated droplets suggest that this should
the viscosity ratio, 3@19#. Although no simulations were car
ried out for cessation of shear, optical measurements s
that 9 min after the shear flow has been stopped, thef
50.60 sample still exhibits anisotropy along the direction
flow, while at the same time thef50.40 sample is isotropic
Physically, this suggests that the more-viscous domains
able to relax more quickly~within the less-viscous matrix!
than the less-viscous domains~within the more-viscous ma
trix!, since the latter is limited by the stress relaxation in t
matrix. Our measurements suggest that the ratio of relaxa
times following cessation of shear for the data described h
aret0.4/t0.6'0.65. Further work is needed to understand
physical origin of these ratios, but they qualitatively poi
toward the most profound effects of viscous asymmetry.
important distinction between experiment and simulation
that the experiments show a shear-induced homogeniza
to a single miscible phase at a sufficiently high shear ra
while this is not observed in the simulations. The she
induced shift in the critical temperature has been the focu
a number of past experimental studies@1,20,21#. The simu-
lations cannot achieve shear rates of sufficient magnitud
enter this regime, however, which is observed experiment
at around 100 s21 for the mixtures described here.
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